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Table 1. Types of fraud encountered while attempting to purchase cigarettes online 

Fraudulent Activity Description Fraud Attempt 

Amount 

Fraud by Internet Cigarette Vendors to evade payment restrictions 

Vendor violated PayPal’s cigarette payment ban by instructing 

buyers to pay for their cigarettes on a related coffee website, and if 

asked, to tell PayPal they were buying coffee • 

N/A 

Site requested payment via Western Union or Moneygram, telling 

buyers “do not mention about any payment for online purchased 

[sic], especially cigarettes. Just sent it to your friend.” • 

N/A 

Fraudulent charges by Internet Cigarette Vendors 

Three vendors charged buyer and never sent any products • $220 

Vendor attempted to charge buyer twice, when buyer objected, 

vendor lied twice about supposed details of purchases • 

$47 

Fraudulent charges during study 

Ten attempted charges, including an escort service website and a 

variety of online clothing and accessory retailers† 

$2,247+ 

Fraudulent charges 3+ months after study completion 

Nine charges by an Australian newspaper company, a Nigerian 

airline company, and a “people tracking” website• 

$2,745 

Unknown number of attempted purchases at online retailers and 

airlines rejected by the bank (which would not share full details, so 

exact dollar amount unknown).‡ 

Amount unavailable, 

estimated at least 

$1,500 

Hundreds of charges ranging from $0-$1 testing if cards were 

active‡ 

Amount unavailable, 

estimated at least $200 

Total of known fraudulent charges: $5,259 

Conservative estimate of total fraudulent charges: over $7,000* 

• Indicates charges detected by researchers, after being missed by the bank’s fraud detection 

system (totaling $3,102) 

† Indicates charges detected by bank, which contacted cardholder to confirm legitimacy of 

charges (totaling $2,247), as well as some that were rejected by bank without providing 

information about amounts. 

‡ Indicates charges automatically detected and rejected by bank without notifying cardholder 

(exact total unknown due to bank’s refusal to provide full details) 

* Conservative estimate includes charges detailed above with amounts unavailable, and are 

based on the incomplete information provided by the bank. 
 


